
How Much How Many

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The Computer Corporation of Earth had also been thinking of expenses
when it built its Number One Research Station near Chilblains Base, although
the corporation was not aware at the time just how _______ money it was
eventually going to save them.

1.

much

See how _______ women took part in the late campaign, making speeches
for gold or silver, not with any eye to woman suffrage-for neither party was
committed to it-but purely for the sake of the welfare of the country, as they
understood it.

2. many

In how _______ time a Swallow can fly about the World, p. 411, &c.3. much

It is curious to note how _______ teachers, some of extreme eminence,
take such pains to perpetuate their own bad habits in their pupils under the
impression that they are teaching a perfect and superior technique.

4. many

He was calculating, in fact, how _______ miles it was to the mouth of the
river, when it suddenly occurred to him that, though he could not push with his
pole, he might perhaps paddle with it.

5. many

As he saw the labyrinth of difficulties into which he must plunge, and how
_______ money would be required for the journey, the poor old soldier was
mortally hit in that power peculiar to man, and called the Will.

6.
much

How _______ officers, who have had connection with their subordinates,
how _______ soldiers, who have lived in such relation with a comrade, when
they thought they were about to be discovered, have put a bullet through their
brains to avoid the coming disgrace!

7. many
many

To most of us, I suppose, has come some shock that was to make us
different men from that hour, and yet, how _______ days elapsed before
something of the man we had been leapt up in us?

8.
many

How _______ men follow this double, deleterious sort of life?9. many
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We do not say follow, but read; for it is indeed a very serious matter to
recommend a varnish, seeing how _______ pictures are totally ruined by bad
applications.

10.
many

The boatman asked him how _______ money he had, and when he
replied, with a mental reservation, $46.60, the boatman charged him $46.60
and collected the money in advance.

11. much

Yet he might have no clear concept whatever how _______ persons
inhabited the village or how _______ villages were known to the tribe.
12. many

many

Another of his queer ways was to try and puzzle any one he met by
asking him all sorts of strange questions, such as how _______ stars there
were in the sky, how many drops of water in the sea, and so forth.

13.
many

Then proceed to fold the paper again, this time in the other direction, cut
out a piece from the folded side, and ask how _______ holes there will be
when the paper is unfolded.

14.
many

How _______ innocent lives has he taken to encompass his revenge?15. many

It was simply a police report-such as you read over your morning coffee,
without thinking how _______ hearts may be broken by the sight of that little
cluster of worn-out type.

16.
many

Congress has called on the President for a list of all commissioned
officers here, their ages, etc., and how _______ of them are fit for duty in the
field.

17.
many

How _______ of us are there who would cheerfully allow an astronomer
to enter our house at any hour of the night to make observations in the
coal-cellar!

18. many

And how _______ lives has this ridiculous squabble cost?19. many

How _______ sentences in the first paragraph are periodic?20. many
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